
 

Progressing Microgrid Feasibility in Regional Victoria 
‘Exploring community needs and microgrid opportunities for rural and regional towns’ 

 
The Study 
The Donald and Tarnagulla Microgrid Feasibility Study (the study) will inform the practicalities of 
using microgrid solutions1 to address the energy needs for regional Victoria. Current microgrid 
solutions include a variety of configurations, and individual geographic locations within Victoria have 
unique technical and operational requirements. Only by exploring multiple options for solar, storage, 
and other distributed energy resources, will we understand if certain microgrid solutions are able to 
meet the community energy needs within current regulatory and market conditions. By 
understanding the community demographics, social impacts and power system requirements of the 
towns, we aim to provide an assessment of the viability of specific microgrid solutions for use in 
regional areas. Through this project, we aim to develop tools and templates that can be scaled to aid 
any regional community investigate microgrids more efficiently. 
  
The three-year study has reached its first annual milestone, and this report provides an overview of 
its progress to date. Figure 1 is a Gantt chart that illustrates the study’s progress, which is made of 
13 individual projects (the projects). 
 

Figure 1: Donald and Tarnagulla Microgrid Feasibility Study Progress 
 
 
 
 
 

 
1 (Typically connected to the grid, but able to be isolated) 
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https://c4net.com.au/projects/donald-and-tarnagulla-microgrid-feasibility-study/
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Energy Future Forums 
In March 2021, study partners, Centre for New Energy Technologies (C4NET), Central Victorian 
Greenhouse Alliance (CVGA) and Powercor, hosted the ‘Donald and Tarnagulla Energy Future 
Forums’. The study partners presented to the local community and defined what is a microgrid, how 
they are becoming increasingly workable as potential solutions to rural town's electricity needs and 
participated in a robust Q&A discussion. Community members were particularly informed and 
engaged. Questions from the community included: 

• When and why microgrids are used?  
• What role would energy storage play?  
• How can they contribute to the study?  
• What would be the boundaries of a microgrid if it was adopted, and how would properties 

outside of these boundaries be impacted?  
 
Community members expressed interest in taking control of their electricity supply to manage cost 
of electricity. Residents in the area have seen significant increases in their electricity bills recently, 
from a farmer whose quarterly bill doubled to over $40,000, to a household facing up to $1000 a 
quarter. The community is particularly keen to understand how solar can aid in reducing the cost of 
electricity. 
 
Reliability of electricity supply was a key issue 
for the communities, both of whom have 
previously experienced outages. The attendees 
reflected on the impacts of these outages which 
included a local food manufacturing site losing 
thousands of dollars’ worth of production, café 
owners who could not remain open, and 
individuals who were unable to keep cool.  

Figure 2: Energy Future Forum 
 
Attendees also expressed frustration that not all community members can access solar in the same 
way. Some are experiencing export constraints. Powercor presented an update on their investment 
in solar enablement across the network which is enabling more homes and businesses to export 
solar energy.     
 
Offers, and Engaging with the Communities 
CVGA has engaged with residents to promote the uptake of solar and battery offers through their 
More Australian Solar Homes (MASH) community energy program. Unfortunately, the face-to-face 
engagement was affected due to COVID restrictions, however, the MASH program delivered online 
information sessions for residents in the two towns in 2021. Engagement sessions will continue in 
2022.  
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Residents and businesses are eligible for 
a $500 rebate off the purchase of a 
solar and battery systems in exchange 
for provision of data towards this study. 
Further information for Donald 
residents is available here and for 
Tarnagulla residents information can be 
found here.   
 

Figure 3: Solar story from Donald resident 
 
CVGA is also working with Swinburne University on community engagement research to investigate 
the perceived value of and opinions about initiating microgrids both towns. This engagement was 
also affected by COVID restrictions, but the first online and telephone interviews indicate that 
environmental sustainability, reliability, and cost will be key factors for the residents. Further 
insights from a community perspective relating to cost, infrastructure and responsibilities will be 
explored. Another important perspective that surfaced in the interviews was local values; residents 
in both areas are highly supportive of renewable energy and supporting distributed energy 
resources. In early 2022, a series of digital stories will help capture community voices of both towns 
to ensure that these are incorporated into the study.  
 
Engineering and Technical Feasibility  
In 2021, Powercor carried out preliminary network assessments (assessing the current and forecast 
status of supply) of both towns. Figure 4 shows how Donald and Tarnagulla are connected to their 
respective zone substations (receives electricity through powerlines), with electricity being supplied 
via the Bendigo Terminal Station. These zone substations are long rural feeders and there is little 
ability to transfer load to other feeders or stations.  
 
Usage data at a distribution substation level, including load profiles, outage data and maximum 
demand, has been provided to university partners for use in their applicable projects. Historically, 
the maximum demand at the feeders suppling Donald and Tarnagulla has not exceeded their 
operational ratings, and the demand profile is projected to remain below the ratings over the next 
10 years. This suggests that there is capacity on the line to explore energy solutions for the town and 
more investigation into how microgrid solutions can be incorporated are necessary in 2022.  
 

https://events.mash.org.au/donald-solar/
https://events.mash.org.au/tarnagulla-solar/
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Figure 4: Electricity supply to Donald and Tarnagulla 

 
RMIT University led the study’s first research project on ‘Area Hosting Capacity Assessment’ which 
looked at different scenarios for how both towns might be able to generate enough power locally to 
satisfy their own electricity needs. Researchers explored different mixes of electricity generation 
such as solar, wind, diesel, storage and demand response to perform the hosting capacity analysis 
and considered consumers’ behaviour from data derived from smart meter and network data. 
 
Federation University led the next research project on ‘Islanding Design and Cost Analysis’, which 
explored different scenarios for the geographic boundaries of a microgrid based on cost and 
reliability, to find feasible solutions for partial or full microgrids in both towns. The researchers 
developed scenarios where the towns are ‘grid connected microgrids’, meaning they remain 
connected to the main grid, however, are islandable (having the potential to operate in an islanded 
mode when required). The Donald example is shown in Figure 5. 
 

 
Figure 5: Complete network model of Donald 

Donald 

Tarnagulla 
Bendigo 
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Based on findings from both research projects, Table 1 proposes specific outcomes for Donald and 
Tarnagulla. 
 

Table 1: Outcomes for Donald and Tarnagulla 
Donald Tarnagulla 

Donald can host solar PV and battery. The medium 
and low voltage systems of Donald are capable of 
supplying the load well above the peak load of the 
network. 

Tarnagulla is sensitive to load and 
generation changes, hence there might be 
issues in hosting solar PV and battery. 

The most reliable option is when Donald remains 
connected to the main grid, with the potential to 
operate in islanded mode in the event of a 
disruption from the main grid. 

Based on economic considerations, it is 
better to keep the Tarnagulla network 
grid-connected with sufficient local 
generation.  

There are also scenarios where smaller subsections 
of Donald can be part of the microgrid. This means 
that some areas will not be able to be islanded and 
are then fully dependant on the grid. This means 
that there will be lower reliability for the entire 
Donald area, as the areas of Donald that aren’t part 
of the microgrid, don’t have the back up support of a 
microgrid. 

From a reliability perspective,  
operating the Tarnagulla network as an 
islandable microgrid will ensure higher 
system reliability. 

A balance between cost and reliability will lead to 
the best microgrid candidate for a complex network 
like Donald. 

 

 
Preliminary outcomes and recommendations for both towns are: 

• The supply feeders are the main limiting factors in hosting capacity of load and local 
generation of both towns. 

• Installing community batteries to absorb power generated by PV systems at the end of the 
feeder has shown to be effective than installing it at the head of the feeder. This is because 
the overvoltage problem generally is more severe at the end of a feeder. 

• Utilising residential batteries can also be effective as excess energy generated can be 
absorbed locally within Donald and Tarnagulla. 

• System reliability is increased when a microgrid has the option to be islanded compared to 
exclusively grid connected. This is due to service interruptions and maintenance 
requirements of the remote supply feeder. 

• Grid-connected options offer economic benefit and islandable microgrid options provide 
higher reliability.  

• As a key recommendation, islanding design should consider the location of existing network 
infrastructure to avoid issues related to acquiring land to construct new structures to install 
islanding devices. 
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What Next? 
The study is on track and progressing well to illustrate microgrid feasibility at Donald and Tarnagulla 
by mixing power system engineering, community and social elements together. There is more 
research to be completed, and over the next two years, economic, risk mitigation, microgrid impact 
and assessment will take place to inform the full picture. The study partners will also visit Donald 
and Tarnagulla in 2022. 
 
For more information, visit: 
https://c4net.com.au/projects/donald-and-tarnagulla-microgrid-feasibility-study/ 
 
or contact the study partners on: 
microgrid@c4net.com.au 
 

https://c4net.com.au/projects/donald-and-tarnagulla-microgrid-feasibility-study/
mailto:microgrid@c4net.com.au

